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Fall fashion trends sweep
across campus with the
season's arrival PAGE 5

Searcy officials bump
Halloween festivities
to day before holiday
BETHANYVENKATESAN
assistant copy editor

Even though Harding will be hosting trick-or-treat-

ers in the dorms on Sunday, Oct. 31, the city of Searcy

.

will not celebrate the holiday on the traditional date,
but instead on Saturday, Oct. 30.
Mayor Belinda LaForce said the decision was made
partly because Searcy is a relatively religious community and several issues might arise from having
Halloween celebrations on Sunday.
"I don't feel that it would be proper to celebrate
[Halloween] on Sunday," LaForce said. ''We moved it
partially out of respect, because it is the Lord's day,
but convenience also came into play. People are more
often free on Saturday night, whereas Sunday night is
church night for a large group of our residents."
LaForce said Searcy has chosen to not celebrate
Halloween with trick-or-treating on Sunday for as
long as she can remember.
"This isn~t new," she said."' grew up here, and I
can't remember one time we have celebrated it on
Sunday."
LaForce said Searcy residents have always appreciated the decisian te move- Halloween cele'brations-·
from Sundays.
·
''We have never had any complaints," she said.
"Most people, in fact, are very grateful that we decided to move Halloween, and everyone has always
been compliant." ·
According to LaForce, most
cities in Arkansas are observing
Halloween on Oct. 30, and almost
all ofWhite County will be trickor-treating on Saturday.
Since it is a long-held tradition, LaForce said most people
find out about the change byword
of mouth if they do not already
know not to go trick-or-treating
onSunday. ·
"People generally even ask
and make sure that the city
will be moving the holiday,"
LaForce said.
Although Searcy residents are well-accustomed to
- this tradition, not all HardiD.g students have the same
Halloween customs as Searcy.
Even though junior Emily Delhagen grew up in a
town that moved Halloween and most other holiday
celebrations when they fell on a Sunday, she said she
does not think the issue is a serious matter.
''If you just have fun and take the holiday for what I
think it is- a fun time for the kids to dress up and eat
candy- I don't think that there's anything wrong with
having it on Saturday or Sunday," Delhagen said.
Freshmen Nathan and Amanda Hamilton hold
a different opinion and said they are glad Searcy is
moving Halloween activities to Saturday.
''We have always chosen not to celebrate [Halloween], and I am thankful that it is not going to be on
Sunday," Amanda Hamilton said. ''It's less disrespectful to celebrate it on Saturday night."
Senior Jeremy Brazas, who heard in his Bible class
about Searcy moving the Halloween celebrations, said
if it was moved for religious reasons, the move was
unnecessary.
"Some people make Halloween into [a spiritual
issue], but I don't think that it should be," Brazas
said. "It's like Valentine's Day. It started out to be
about Saint Valentine; now it's about cards, flowers
and candy.
. "And Halloween isn't about Satan-worship or anything like that; it's about costumes and trick-or-treating," he said.
Amanda Hamilton said witchcraft was very popular in the place she grew up, and, consequently, a lot
of people took Halloween seriously.
''There's a lot of satanic stuff going on in the world
today, even though it might not be present in Searcy,"
Hamilton said. ''Witchcraft is very big now, and Halloween just gives [witches] a day of their own."

Candidates turn up the heat in final days
MARANDA ABERCROMBIE
. student reporter

Although opinions on campus vary
on actual candidate choice, the overall reactions to the tone of this year's
presidential election campaigns are
very similar: Stuqents and faculty
alike share disappointment in the
level of negativity shown in this
year's election process.
''I would prefer they dealt more
with the issues and less with name
calling," Dr. Paul Pollard, profes~
sor of Bible, said. ''It just degrades
the whole process w:hen it becomes
uncivil."
Junior J:elll1a 1ilash said she he>'
lieves-that·Wb:iJ.e tlhe-campaignirig wassomewhat beneflcial in the beginnjng
of the race, not much good is actually
being done at this point.
"Now the c.an didat~§i r~ just
slamming each other," ·N ash said.
''For some people that might work.
But for politically-minded people; it
really doesn't do much."
Senior Kyle Chandler said his
opinion has betm consistent the
whole time.
''For the most part, I agree with
the stance of the Republican party,
and I don't think [campaigning] has
had a big impact on who people vote
for," Chandler said.
0HEL.SEA ROEIERl!K>I'Iril-te
Dr. Mark Elrod, associate professor of political science, said the Senior Melissa Hitt votes for her candidates of choice during e~r1y voting We~nesday at
campaign wasn't a factor in his the White County Courthouse. Early voting o~ned Oct. 18 in Arkansas and .offers registered
voters in the state an opportunity to avoid the Election Day rush.
choice either.
"'had my mind made up all along,"
Elrod said. ''I've never been an un- a good way for people to take time I saw him change his stances. One
decided voter."
and become informed about the ma- of the things I like mpst about Bush
Opinions about the effectiveness jor issues the presidential candidates is that he is more s6;aightforward
of the three presidencovered.
than Kerry."
'
''I
tial debates are varied
think
both
Kerry
Brown
said
:while
she
had already
"Now the candidates
throughout the student
and Bush did goodjops," decided to vote for Kerry before the
are just slamming each
body.
Brown said ''I think. Ker- e1ections si1e has several friends
other. For some people
SenicrMy1esTumey
ry was a more effective and family members who are still
said he thinks the despeaker. Bush tended undecided.
that might work. But
bates do not affect the
to get angry at times,
Senior ErinHealy J;aid she·dicdn't
for polltlcally•ll)inded
voting significantly.
kind o£'1ietitii.imng from . make her decision until after she had
people,
it
realty
doesn't
''I don't think [dehis effectjveness.
seen all three debates.
do much~"
At the same -time,
bates] actually do
"These debates reminded me of
much," Turney said.
junior Justin Powell the strengths and weaknesses of both
JENNA NASH, JUNIOR
'They just get the supsaid the debates also candidates." Healy said. "I had nevporters together and
confirmed some of er seen Kerry speak until these deriled up."
Kerry's weaknesses.
bates. Seeing the debates made me
Senior Amanda Brown said she
"Bush has never been the most feel more comfortable about voting
was encouraged that so many people eloquent speaker, but I think he was for him." •
watched the debates this year be- more consistent than Kerry;' Powcause she thinks the debates were ell said. "Kerry is a people pleaser;
OSEE PAGE 4 FOR MORE ELEGION COVERAGE.
1
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Mexico chooses Little Rock for consulate
Plans are underway to open a Mexican consulate office in Little Rock across from the University of Arkansas, according to USA Today.
The country's consul general, which is based
in Dallas, said Littl~ Rock was chosen as the
latest site because it's central to several growing Mexican communities, including Oklahoma
City, Tulsa and Memphis.

WEEKLY WINDOW

Little Rock builds day center for homeless
On Oct. 21 the city of Little Rock agreed
to designate $70,000 to build a day center for
homeless people.
A task force set up to address the homeless
in the city said a day center could provide more
services to transients and help reduce the number of homeless in Little Rock.

Chief Justice treated for thyroid cancer
Chief Justice William Rehnquist was hospitalized Oct. 22 to undergo treatment for thyroid
cancer.
The U.S. Supreme Court announced that
Rehnquist, who has presided over the court
since 1986, was treated with a tracheotomy at
Bethesda Naval Hospital. Rehnquist is expected
to return to work next week when the court reconvenes from a two-week recess.
The 80-year-old justice~s illness quickly became a presidential campaign issue, serving as a
reminder that whoever is elected will likely name
several new justices to the Supreme Court.

Cingular merges with AT&T Wireless
Cingular Wireless purchased AT&T Wireless
for $41 billion Tuesday.
The Federal Communications Commission approved the deal, which will create the largest
wireless carrier, With 47 million customers.
Under the FCC's conditions, the companies
will not be allowed to merge in 16 markets and
will have· to divest.:...._ sell off some of its subsidiaries, holdings or stocks - in six additional markets. The 22 markets affected are in 15 states,
including Arkansas.
The Justice Department also set the condition that Cingular must sell nearly all it assets
in some small towns in Connecticut, Kentucky,
Oklahoma and Texas.

Afghanistan elects Karzai as president
Hamid Karzai, Afghanistan's interim leader,
was confirmed as the winner of the country's
Oct. 9 elections, an official told the Associated
Press Tuesday.
Election officials said they will not make an
official announcement until they have investigated fraud allegations made by Karzai's rivals.
However, the election's chief technical officer said
the count was almost finalized and nothing else
would probably affect the outcome.
The Associated Press reported that an early
tally of 97.7 percent of votes showed Karzai with
55.4 percent, 39 percentage points ahead of his
closest rival.
Karzai had to receive more than 50 percent
of the votes to secure a five-year term.

FACES IN THE CROWD
.

Michael White, freshman
Hometown: Lufkin, Texas
Major: Biology (pre-med)
Favorite fast food: Chikfil-A
Cardinals or Red Sox?
Cardinals
Are you pledging a club?
''Yes, Gamma Sigma Pip."
Who did you pretend to be when you were
' a kid? Batman
Pet peeve: When people disrespect the teacher
Favorite class: Chemistry
Snow or sunshine? Sunshine
Dog or Cat? "I have a snake for a pet (but not
in the dorm)."
Favorite holiday other than Christmas? Easter

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
CAB changes movie time
The Campus Activities Board
will show ''Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" in the Benson Auditorium at
8 p.m Oct. 29.
Instead of showing "Spiderman
2" on Nov. 6 as shown on the student calendar, the CAB will show
both "Spiderman'' and "Spiderman
2" Nov. 6. "Spiderman'' will be
shown at 7 p.m., and the sequel will
be shown at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $2 or are free with
the Pass.

Graduate school fair scheduled
The Career Center will host the
Graduate School Fair in the student
center from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Nov. 4.
Representatives from more than
20 graduate programs have registered
to attend the fair.

Play to appear on campus
A student production of"Are You
Being Served: Diamonds Are a Man's
Best Friend'' will be performed in the
Little Theatre at 7 p.m. Nov. 11.
Tickets cost $5.

Academy serves chili supper
The junior class at Harding Academy is serving a chili supper in the
academy's cafeteria from 5 to 6:30
p.m. Nov. 5.

COMING UP
Tickets cost $5 for adults and $4
for children and can only be purchased in advance.
Ticket orders must be turned in
at the academy or sent by campus
mail c/o Junior Class, Box 10775,
by Wednesday, Nov. 3.

TV 16 airs election coverage
Harding University's TV16
News will provide live coverage of
local election returns beginning at
7 p.m. Tuesday Nov. 2.
The coverage will be produced
entirely by students in the TV
16 studios and from the White
County courthouse.

Guest speaker to visit Nov. 4
Heather Moore from Stone
Ward, an advertising and graphic
design agency in Little Rock, will
speak to graphic design majors at
9:45a.m. Nov. 4 in room 211 in the
art building.

Club voting deadline Nov. 1
The last day for social club
applicants to submit their votes
online is Nov. 1 at 5 p.m.
Votes cannot be cast or changed
after this deadline, according to
Dustin Vyers, student activities
coordinator.

10.29 "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," Benson,
8 p.m., $2 or free with the Pass
10.30 Jennifer Fonville's senior voice recital,
Reynolds center recital hall, 7 p.m., free
11.01 HUD Cup Air Hockey Tournament begins
11.02 Election Day
11.02 Lady Bison volleyball v. Arkansas Tech,
Rhodes Field House, 7 p.m.
11.02 Lambda Alpha Epsilon -American
Criminal Justice Association, Ezell210,
8:30
11.04 Graduate School Fair, student center,
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
11.05 "Spiderman." Benson, 7 p.m., $2 or free
with the Pass
11.05 "Spiderman 2," Benson, 9 p.m., $2 or free
With the Pass
11.06 Christian Academy Choral Festival,
Benson, 6 p.m., free
11.06 Christian Academy Choral Festival,
Benson, all day, tree
11.07 Club Induction Week begins
11.07 Stevens Art Gallery begins exhibits
by Jeff Johnson ard Amanda Beller,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. da1ly, free
11.11 "Are You Being Served: Diamonds are a
Man's Best Fnends," Little Theatre, 7 p.m.
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lack of shots affects Harding
BREWOOD
student reporter

'We are disappointed about not
being able to serve in that way,"
said Pat Rice, director of student
Due to a national flu shot short- health services. "However, one thing
age, 2004 marks the first time in · that needs to be said is that the
24 years that the flu vaccine will vaccine is not even always 100
not be available on
percent [effective].
campus to Harding
"If people do things like
students.
handwashing, covering their
• Between 5and 20
Questions about the
mouth when they cough or
peroent r:l. America1S
sterile atmosphere of the
sneeze, and other prevengat1heflu.
vaccine producer Chiron
tions to protect themselves
• More 1l"an 200,000
have slowed down dis- ·
and others, that helps," she
~are hospila~
tribution of the vaccines
said.
ized for aJillliK:ations.
and created a shortage
Rice said students have
• About 36,000
of flu shots across the
readily available alternapeople die each year
United States, accordtives to help prevent the flu
from1heflu .
ing to the Centers for
and to treat flu symptoms
Disease Control and
when they first emerge.
Prevention.
"If people come down
For the past several years, the with the flu, there is a medicacampus health center has adminis- tion that helps relieve the symptered 450-500 flu shots to members toms," she said. "There are other
of the Harding community. This options. The vaccine shortage is
year it is one of many places that not catastrophic."
will not provide the vaccination.
Students determined by a nurse

•

or doctor to be at high risk for the
flu must go to their personal doctor to receive the vaccine.
Like Harding, several health
services in White County will not
be offering the vaccine this year.
Officials from the White County
Health Department said they do not
know when they will get the vaccine
or how many they will get.
Harding students have diverse
opinions about the flu shot shortage,
both nationally and on campus.
"I'm unconcerned," freshman
Mary Patterson said. "I don't usually get the flu shot, and I don't
think it will be a big deal."
However, senior Kaylee Gregson
said she is disappointed about not
being able to get the vaccinations.
"I've gotten one every year until
now," she said. "My mom has always encouraged me to get them,
and I have always ended up glad
she did. I've haven't gotten sick, so
I guess they've worked well." •

Students plan for graduate school
REBECCA STEFFAN
student reporter

Seniors across campus are preparing for the long-awaited tests that
will determine their futures.
The Graduate Record Examination, Praxis II and the Millers
Analogy Test will establish their
next move into adulthood and
their acceptance into a graduate program of their choice will
depend on the scores they make
on these tests.
A new online system for taking the GRE allows students to
apply, take the exam and review
their scores almost immediately.
The GRE Web site also offers a
· series of practice questions that
lets students know what their
strengths and weaknesses are in
certain subjects.
Preparation for the GRE can be-

gin months before students actually
take the test. Dr. Kathy Howard,
chairman of the psychology department, said some students utilize
practice tests and study guides to
see how they are scoring.
''Most schools look at verbal and
math scores, so students are going
back and brushing up their skills,"
Howard said. 'These tests are taken
very seriously by our students."
Senior Alison Wheeler has taken
the GRE twice. In preparation, she
said she studied an entire summer, memorizing more than 800
vocabulary words. Wheeler used
the ETS CD she received when she
registered to take the test.
Some students study for it by
reviewing skills they have not
looked at since middle school.
Senior Nathan Melson, who
recently took the GRE, began reviewing math he learned in his

sophomore year of high school in
preparation for the test.
"My advice is to start studying early," Melson said. "Juniors
should start reviewing now."
While the test offers many challenges, several of them are geared
toward a student's specific area of
interest. The Praxis II, which is
scheduled for Nov. 20, and the
Millers Analogy Test, which is
scheduled for Nov.ll, are geared
toward education and psychology
majors, respectively.
Graduate student Sarah Carpenter said she took the Praxis II
as a senior early childhood education major.
.
"To study, I reviewed principles of lear:p.ing and teaching,"
Carpenter said. "I also studied the
theories and theorists and how to
apply them in situations I might
encounter when teaching." •

Senior Lindsey Walker and junior Andrew Coubrough talk in front of the Sub
T-16 van during the club's car smash Sept. 9. Coubrough jumped to Sub T-16 from
Seminoles to help revitalize the club.

Sinking social club
gets reinforcements
ALEXIS OLIVER
student reporter

Sub T-16, an active club at
Harding for 73 years, is being revived with the help of 17 members
from seven other campus men's
clubs who jumped to Sub T-16
this year.
Junior Neil Rampey, the club's
president, said he is glad for the
change.
"I am proud of my club and
cannot wait to see how Sub Twill
grow and build up its reputation
again," Rampey said.
Senior Aaron Copeland said Sub
T-16 is sometimes called the "club
of generations" because it is the
men's club that has been around
the longest and was one of the
largest and most popular men's
clubs at one time.
Marvin Robertson, professor of
business law and former member of
Sub T -16, said the club used to be
different than it is now; members
included many campus leaders and
a cross section of students.
"I hope that Sub T can once
again be a club that many different types of people can participate
in and feel a significant part of,"
Robertson said.
Copeland said the club plans
to build on its history at Harding
so that Sub T-16 can be what it

once was again.
New members from TNT, Pi
Kappa Epsilon, Knights, Chi
Sigma Alpha, Delta Chi Delta,
Gamma Sigma Phi, Seminoles
and Kappa Sigma Kappa have
stepped up and taken charge,
Copeland said.
Over the summer, the original
members and the men who jumped
from other clubs kept in contact
with each other, praying for the
upcoming induction class.
The new members even had
jerseys made during the summer
so they could show their Sub T16 pride during the first week of
schooL
Through these activities, sophomore Perry Ramey, who left Chi
Sigma Alpha, said he already feels
like a part of Sub T-16.
''I'm happy I have a chance to
do something that's really going
to matter," Ramey said. "Sub T
is the oldest guy's club on campus. It would be sad to lose that
history."
Copeland said this year the
Sub T-16 members want to show
inductees what makes their club
special and teach them 70 years
worth of history of the club they
are joining.
"Sub T is a living legacy," Copeland said. "We have to live up
to that." •

•
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Students ponder Arkansas election issues
would be used to attract large companies, like automobile manufacturers, without having to put each
With the 2004 federal election issue to a public vote.
in full swing and the presidential . Klein said supporters of the
candidates debating their various amendment claim it will make
platforms, the Arkansas state leg- Arkansas more competitive with
islature is also making important other states that do not have to
decisions about issues that affect the get voter approval before agreelives of people across the state.
ing to make changes, like upgradCurrently, the general assem- ing transportation in an area, for
bly, comprised of the Arkansas companies that are considering
House of Representatives and locating here.
the Senate, has put forth three
"It'saboutshorteningthetimeso
constitutional amendments and we can be competitive in attracting
a referred question for the people 'super-projects,"' Klein said.
of the state to consider and vote
At the same time, Klein said
on Nov. 2.
she is cautious about the amendThe first proposed amendment ment.
would extend the term limit for
"Historically our economic demembers of the House from three velopment has had a mixed track
two-yeart.ermstosixtwo-yeart.erms. record, so fm a little concerned,"
It would also extend the term lim- Klein said.
· ·
its for members of the Senate
The third amendment up for
from two four-year terms to
consideration in the state
three four-year
ofArkansas attempts to
terms.
define tnSITiage as a state
Junior Lauexisting only between a
ra Kaiser said she
man and a woman. This
thinks extending
topic is an issue of hot
term limits has pros
debate all over the
and cons.
·
country.
"On one hand, experience
Klein said even
could make better legislatures
though Arkansas has a "Debecause they have more connecfense of Marriage Act" already
tions and knowledge of the way in its statutes, supporters believe
things work," Kaiser said. "On a constitutional amendment would
the other hand, there are a lot of put more emphasis on the issue and
people [who] would keep voting make it more difficult for courts
for the incumbent, even if he/she to overturn.
was a total moron, simply because
Junior Julie McLain said she is
they know the name."
upset that. states have to address
Lori Klein, adjunct in the po- the issue of gay marriages in an
litical science department, said amendment.
''It shows the degeneration of
opponents of the measure claim
extending term limits would give our society when church and state
lobbyists more time to develop re- are separated because we are now
latio~lp,
. W$. ,with ~.~gisla~l1> ~d, W.- ,.,(~c~ with mB;OY [more] ~pft.1¥.,~d
fluenc~ them more.
,
.· eth1cal quest10ns," McLam satd. .
ProP,<;m ent s argue that ~ew
. TheArkansasGeneralAssembly·
representatives. are mor.e likely also referred a question to voters
to rely on outside influences be- on the Nov. 2 ballot regarding an
cause they don't have their own increase in the minimum millage
long-term knowledge base.
rates for school districts.
The second proposed amendEach district sets it own millage
ment involves the issuing of rate, but the state sets the minibonds to economic development mum for all schools in Arkansas,
projects that plan to invest more which is currently 25 mills. The
than $500 million in capital ex- amendment would increase this
penditures and hire more than number to 28 mills.
500 new employees.
Since most White County schools
If passed, the amendment would already have millage rates above 28
give the legislature the power to mills, the increase would not lead
issue bonds to raise money that to higher rates in the area. •
KATIE COZZENS
student reporter

Goin' to the c-apel?
.

Go in style. Come see us tcJda, far the 1"ing
she'U be proud to wear doWn the aisle, and far
the rest of -your mamed life ttigether.

'''•Ju

~GOt.

www.tarasgold.co'in
(501) 268-4684

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

Voters consider local candidates
USA BLOUNT
copy editor

With presidential elections
approaching, voters are preparing to choose their local officials as well.
Students planning to vote in
Arkansas might not be familiar
with the names and party affiliations oflocal candidates due to
their busy schedules or the unfamiliarity of the town in which
they reside.
Sophomore Carole Johnson
said she wishes she had time
to research information about
all the candidates.
"As of right now, I don't know
muchaboutanyofthem [besides]
the president and vice president,"
Johnson said.
Johnson, who is froin Tex-

as, has registered to vote in
Arkansas. She and other outof-state students will face the
challenging task of researching
local candidates if they want to
be informed voters.
Freshman Catelyn Horton, an
Arkansan, said she is familiar
with the local candidates and
the issues they represent.
''It is important to me to know
because it's my town, my state,"
Horton said. ''I had the opportunity to hear [State Representative] Marvin Parks speak during
my senior year of high school. It
was neat to see a local official in
a more personal setting."
Junior Anya Burt from Searcy
said she will be researching the
candidates before she votes.
"Most of the time, the Daily
Citizen will put a voter's guide as

THE VENDING MACHINE
Could Result In:
•suddenlossofchange
• irritation when favorite item is out
• the occasional stomach ache

·cehf?al;
ARKANSAS

268-9000

Carryout or Delivery · .

Free Delivery: Sunday~Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday untill a.m.

an insert in the newspaper with
all the candidates and the issues
they represent," Burt said. "I usually read it the weekend before
elections to secure my position
on who I will vote for."
In Searcy, city council candidates are as follows:
Ward~ Position 2-Roy''Phoneman" Shelton (D) and Dan Hodges
(R) and Ward 3 Position 1- Dale
English (D) and Marvin "Jay"
Moore Jr., (R).
White County candidates
for county judge are Judge Bob
Parish (R) and David W. Freppon (D). Circuit Clerk/Recorder
runners are Tami King (R) and
Melinda Lee Jardine (D).
The candidates rwming against
each other for sheriff are Steve
Spurlock (D) and Sheriff Pat
Garrett (R). •

HOSPITA L

Doing more to keep students healthy.

LEISURE
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lfrom polka-dots ito purple purses, cool· weather
blows in this season's hottest fashion trends
I

JENN BONZAGNI
student reporter

Wai-Mart might

.,.,..............

h hqney, these sweatpants
notltetheo....
and oversized animal T-shirt
hide your beautiful figure.
These sneakers are so 1986,
and y,ou:r headband ]OQks like
for eweryene, but the
it..~lr>l1-P to. yolir 2112.-year-old daughter.
corporate giant sells more
Beca~ of,Your outdated, tired, unflatte.r.
ing~y6ur huSbimd. has nomina:ted
than $30 billion in clothing
you for a makeove11," hostess Stacy: London
tol!i a .hamem~ and mother of three at
a year- more than all other
the beginning- of an episode of one of The
department stores combined.
Learniilg Chiinnel's most wat(hed shows:
"What Not to Wear."
I)u:ring ~very episode, Lpndon and cohost Clinton Kelly ambush an unsuspecting
faehi9n viC1;i:m with a complete wardrobe returningt.ostylesofthe
overhaul After throwing out virtually ev· past. FitneBB magazine
erything their victims oWn, the hosts send repca1ecl tbatgoneare days
them out on a misSion to restock their clos- of too-short shirts and tooeta. Armed with a $6,000 Visa card and tight, way-too-low jeans. Fathree case-specific ~"Provided by thers and teachers alike can
the hosts, the individual sets out to create 1 breathe a sigh of relief to know
ew person" in on.e week.
that skin iB"'out" now.
With. the recent i.nfuncof designer ebpw811
~r Maleasa ·EviHUI saia she
"WhatNot TD Wear," "AMakeover s.~ thinks this season's fa:sbion has brought
ey' and "Ambush Makeovex;" ids obviabout a noted change.
ous tliat Ainericans are as fashlon ............. . ._
"EverytJring seems to be getIn the shoe department, styles have run
conscious as ever.
ting a let more mQd.est again," in ~es recently. For a ~od, high heels
Evans said.
Harding students amllQ exwith pointy toes caught on rapidlY for women.
ceptions. On any given dayJ
Stylesappearingincat-.aJogs This ~d seem~ to-enforce the old.~dage
a walkthrough campus will
"'"co. .r weather
for J. Crew, Gap and Banana "beautyis pain!' sinceshsm that press all five
show a wide variety of styles
Is a reason for a
Republic show :longer hemlines tbesinoo one~ ~n. of a shoe
Jmigingfrom baggy jeans and
shopplnlg spree and
and higher waistlines are cannot be comfortab1e.
-ardro"r::
more prevalent this year.
pu]lowrs tocrop,...,ri ,.....,tsand
"I've seen girls wearing
08 upgrade "
stilettos tQ pa),::;:pant!l on
.. ,
'
Pencil skirts and tailored those.JlQintY shoes and they
the person in chal!_elwho forgot
pants, as well as fi.tted butten- don't ·seem:. to know how to
to set his alarm. The plet.hQra of
down shirts and long sweaters, walk," junior Jon M,a,dill
are also in style. Thel}e are all said. "They look like they
styles.showdhateventhoS&who
cl4im. they don't care about trends
fashions made to fta.tter anyone, 'are riding a horse."
are wearing-a·11tyle.
while providing a lot more coverage
Almost as quickly as they
As the seasons fthft~-.-- students are piUJL. than low pants and shirts.
arrived, the extremely
ing warmer.cloth:c;t'~ clDsets and boxe$,
Senior Beth Irwin, a fashion merchandis- pointed toes are becomreplac,ing ~ 'and cap:ri.s with. ~~e~ ing major, said one of thiS year's tre,ndS is ing a thing of the pa.St,
a.Ociboots, This change m season also b:t'U)SS the abifb in popularity·of different colors.
an.d.roun.ded tees are
"Purple is. tluin.ew CX>lor for this seas()n," oomingbaclr. OOxrding
about a new excuse tO hit McCain and Pal!k
Plaza malls in Little Rock. While ~pl+li Irwin said. "'t's very pr-etty and feminine to a stylist in People
like jeans will forever stand the test of time, and looks good in v~aus shades."
IIi~gazi.n;e.
colder weather is a reason for a shopp~
Irwin said sweater :vests, especially ar§¥s.RJ RHJ(fl
spree and wardrobe upgrade.
gyleJ worn with oxfo~ s~ un.d,_emeath §emE
1
t~·~
are back ,again as well.
, Continuing in a current
~
f.~
trend, this season's
"Argyl~ ~ yummy,; ~tis a
styles seem to be
classic print, very clean,"
Irwin.ssid. "Eooka dots
are coming back
too, but clean ~stay pretty
polka dots, not consistent.
messy, cra'They're USU·
zy polka allyjusta variatim:
dots."
of the same basic
style," Irwin said. •

II

C

I

~AV!!UJ1e this faD,.

fuzzy animals everywheze are run.
ning far CIMB'. Soft, lwlurioua peltaare adomiDg sweaters, jacbta aDd
whatever else~ have muapd to attach them to, but don't
worry, £alae furs are just u abun·

dant.
These PETA-frisDdly alternatives are a frac:tioD of the price~
the~ thing.
offers a faux fur
hat mr 11.9.50
z.ra is advertising a fur muf!ler-acarf' with an
elegant bow inlroat tor 166.

!:l

~!We-Y!J!m. up

imaps of classy, increctibly • ·
pensive clothing designa, Thia
aeaaon the Jackie Kennedy-style
jacket ~ in. and Chane) is JeadiDg
the charge. The somewhat !101f
shape remains completely femmine
thanbto rich fabrics like tweed
and ID()Je form-fittiDg liDee.
'l'hankAtlly, just about
clothing maker in the~
jvmped on the banclwa&oD. au having an elegant new jacket doeea't
mean mortgaging your mommate.
Nordst:rQm baa a S.aJUmj boucl6
bl.u:er for $G8 and Old Navy baa a
variety o!tweed bla7.era, some u
lowas$42.

FA!lQ.Q~Jaboea.,.,..

mercifully rounded-toe seJectloaa in
place of the JJC)inty aboea of recaDt
seasons

Boots ~ stiD wry much en

vogue, but, again, rounder abapes
make them more comfortab1e.
Wedge heels are 8.DOther tread
that is sweeping aaoa IIUlD¥ ctif.

ferent types of shoes. ~ cbetoed P1liDP8 to Jmee.leiigth boots,
~ dramatie heels am beiDg

put

to good use.

. Steve Madden.'& "Piilow"
boota are aelliD.g far $69.96

e

~=
Ff~I~Jrnit

•

Does IliON expensive
••n lteHer matle? Not o~

ways, according to Consumer Reports.
They tested different brands of c:otfon
knit shirts, and a shirt from Target
that cost $53 less than the designer
brands came out on top.

Sophomort Vaneaa Snyder strikes a pose
in one of her many fashiorHawy outfits.
,'

'

,'f

•

:'..--

17M~ u.d ila UU. Clrlfckarw
bawd Oft~ by I&IWU1...........
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Senior Sarah Mitchell works with senior Steve Brown, who was visiting Mitchell, on an experiment involving bone
degradation in Houston over the summer. Mitchell worked as an intern in the Nutritional Biochemistry Laboratory at
NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston this summer.

I

Senior spends summer researching for NASA
REBECCA KING
student reporter

or most students, summer is
a time for vacationing, relaxing and passing around the
sunscreen. However senior
Sarah Mitchell spent this past
summer developing and conducting experiments in the Nutritional Biochemistry Laboratory
at NASA's Johnson Space Center
in :ijr;>uston.
Mitchell interned at the Johnson
Space .Center, knoWI). for launching the legendlj.lj! Apollo 13 space
shuttle. She worked for 11 weeks
as general laboratory support in
the NBL. The lab's main objective
is to discover nutritional countermeasures to physiological adaptations to micro-gravity. Basically,
the lab focuses on reversing the
body's changes in space.
Mitchell, a dietetics major from
Brentwood, Tenn., said she spent
the beginning portion of her internship undergoing a safety/training
course. Her major work in the NBL
began when her director, Dr. Scott
Smith, informed her that she was
to develop and conduct an experiment for NASA, Mitchell said.
The experiment consisted of analyzing bone degradation markers
called urinary collagen crosslinks.
This complex study is commonly
associated with the process of osteoporosis, Mitchell said. The space
center was interested because the
research gives insight to the rate
of bone density loss in space.
Mitchell analyzed a piece of
hardware, the Osteomark Point of

F

Care Device, which the lab refers NASA reaches for excellence in evto as the PUCA (portable urinary erything that they do. To be a part
crosslink analyzer). The PUCA is of this environment for even the
a disposable gadget people with short time I was there encouraged
osteoporosis use to check their me to reach farther, dig deeper,
level of bone turnover and make want to learn more thari what is
sure it is within a healthy range. required or even expected of me,
She compared the hardware to the pave new roads for myself ... basistandard lab methods used for the cally shoot for the stars."
same purpose.
Mitchell, who plans to graduMitchell said she enjoyed ate in May 2005, said she did not
spending her summer working originally think of NASA as a place
for NASA, even though it wasn't to fulfill her internship.
a normal summer.
''I wasn't looking to go to NASA,"
''I couldn't believe I was actu- Mitchell said. "I didn't even know
ally doing work for NASA," Mitch- it was an option."
Mitchell wanted health science
ell said.
Mitchell said she believes the experience, so she spoke to Dr. Ed
practice she received in biochem- Wilson, professor of physical science,
istry research, while working at about internship possibilities.
the lab, will help her in graduate
Wilson is a part of the Arkansas
school and has already made an Space Grant Consortium, whose
impact on her present research mission is to actively promote Arkansas' involvement
methods.
in NASA activities,
'With all the tech"The experience was
Mitchellsaid Wllson
nology coming out,
priceless -something I
told her that by apit's good to have a
plying for anASGC
taste of the research
will cherish forever."
grant, she could poinvolved," Mitchell
intern for
said.
SARAH MITCHELL, SENIOR tentially
NASA
In addition to
"This was a
technical experibrand new proence, Mitchell said
she made the most of her time in gram," Ed Wilson said. "[Sarah]
Houston. She celebrated her 21st got one of the first twelve grants
birthday and toured much of Texas. awarded. She had a desire on her
She also met and befriended other part to have the opportunity ofhaving NASA-related research."
interns in the area.
Dr. Beth Wilson, chairman of
"I never thought I could learn
so much in such a short time," the family and consumer sciences
Mitchell said. "The experience department, offered to be Mitchell's
was priceless - something I will mentor. Her main job was to keep
cherish forever. It was an amazing Mitchell on target by reminding
learning experience, one of a kind. her of dea<;Uines for her presenta-

Photo courtesy of April Fatula

Seniors Sarah Mitchell and Steve Brown, and Vickie Kloeris, a NASA subsystem
manager for the shuttle food system; discuss what foods are selected for manned space
missions. Although Brown did not work in Houston this summer, he was selected to receive
the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Undergraduate Research Fellowship this year.

tion and making sure she provided
reports for funding agents.
"Sarah is very self motivated,
very talented," Beth Wilson said.
"She has a diversity of interests.
She's involved in health care ministry and her academics, moral
character and interest in others
is very strong."
Mitchell said there was no standard application process involved.
She wrote a proposal for the ''NASA
Work Force and Development'' grlffit
offered by the ASGC. The committee deemed her worthy to receive
the grant.
The ASGC grant paid her ~v
ing expenses for her internship
in the summer and is currently
helping her pay tuition during this
school year.
Because of her internship, Mitthell said she sees her future in an

Graduate
School
Fair

Thursday, November 4
9 d.m.- 1:30 p.m.
Student Center Lobby

$450 Group
Fund-raiser
Scheduling Bonus!

r.tmr . Stturda,· 9. !0 . 6:00
Open sm""L:OO . s:00

optimistic light. After Mitchell
fulfills her dietetics internship in
order to obtain licensure to practice as a registered dietician, she
said she desires to attend graduate
school, though she has not decided
on which one. Mitchell said she
has no definite plans after obtaining her masters degree.
"I see myself working in lots of
different places," Mitchell said. "I
like a little bit of everything. I would
like to do my graduate work in nutritional sciences though."
Mitchell said her advice for all
the dietetics majors is to always be
aware of options and ask lots of questions if interested in a certain career
because the field is so broad.
"Don't hesitate to experiment,"
Mitchell said. "Don't hesitate to
try new things. Pave your own
roads." •

Four hours of your
group's time PLUS our
free fund-raising solutions
EQUALS $1,000 to $2,000
iri eamings for your group.
Call today for a $50 bonus
when you schedule your
non-sales fund-raiser with
Campusfundraiser.
Contact Campusfundraiser at 888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
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Football flick scores -with critics
STEWART DEERE
student. reporter

The cliched joke about football
being a Texan religion is a reality
for the all-too-human characters
in "Friday Night Lights." It's a
religion that is exhilarating at
times but offers little salvation
in the end.
.If you want the inspiring story
of a rag-tag team that overcomes
incredible odds, look elsewhere.
However, if you want to see one
of the year's. most moving dramas,
look no further.
Based on H.G. Bissinger's acclaimed book of the same name
(with a few factual departures),
the film tells the true story of the
Permian Panthers of Odessa,
Texas, in their 1988 season. The
period is perfectly evoked in the
vehicles, clothes and music (the
80s rap of Public Enemy and hairmetal anthems).
Screenwriter. and director Peter Berg made the right choice in
keeping the story gritty, which is
reflected by the film's raw and
grainy cinematography. His contributions behind the camera are
equaled by those of the actors in
front ofit.

Billy Bob Thornton, the only
person in the film who could be
considered a "movie star," pl'()vides
one of the few likeable adults in
the film with his performance as
coach Gary Gaines. Gaines has a
genuine love for the game and a
love for his team. In the religion
of football, he qualifies for sainthood.
On the other end of the adult
spectrum is Tim McGraw's role
as Charles Billingsley, father of
player Don Billingsley. McGraw's
riveting performance, when compiled with Dwight Yoakam's performance in "Sling Blade," proves
that country singers have a gift for
playing abusive, alcohol swiggin'
rednecks. Billingsley constantly
reminds his son that he was on a
championship Odessa team back
in his day, rubbing the championship ring in his face.
As far as the players go, Boobie
:Miles (Derek Luke), the player around
whom Gaines' offense is built, is
cockiness incarnate. Sporting his
Public Enemy jacket and strutting
through the halls of school, he acts
bulletproof, but fate deals him a
crippling hand. The sight of him
crying in his uncle's lap is one of
the most uncomfortably emotional

scenes I've ever seen in a film.
The heart of the film though is
quarterback Mike Winchell (Lucas
Black). With a sickly mother and
college decisions ahead of him,
he is shy and insecure. He enjoys
playing and would probably have
had a more enjoyable experience
playing anywhere other than fanatical Odessa.
Although I have had nothing
but high praise for this film so far,
it would be amiss to give the film
a totally free ride. The inevitable
final game turns the opposing team
into the stereotypical and unsportsmanlike ''bad guys," and the film
can't help but end on an uncharacteristically optimistic note. These
drawbacks, however, are outweighed
by acting that is a cut above the
typical sports flick. •
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orman. Bethany

Dillon and Jason Morant are
coming to Geyer Spriup First
~tist Church in Little Rock
NOv. 4.
Tickets pricee are $10 in advance, $12 at the door or $16
ilr artist circJe seating and may
be purchased at Midnight ~
~el Christian Bookstore
or by calling 501-455-8172,
~1043.

NarahJ-.

:Po0pulat jaaz artist ¥d
Graram.y-witiner NOrah Jd.tiaea
will be at the FedEx .Foi11m m
Memphi,s at 8 p.m. Nov. 9. .,
TiCbta CoetbetWeen: t26.lf6
md$56.26. Fer IDiftinbmationo
visit www.ticketmaster.com..

nov
Walker
-~-bc;untry music artists Claf

Wtlker ~.Je«Batee ~p;r

hlainBot~tlleS&uli
mit. AleDa at 8 p.m. NoV'. 5.

Tickets cost between $20
.and.$25. Forii1Qr8~
Visit www.ticbtmaster.cemor:
www.claywalker.com.

MemPhis Symphony Ordtestra

Tlie MempJUsSyiupbony0rcbestrapreseai8RobertMcDui&e
who will play the "Violin Concerto" by John A.dam8, one of
America's top compoeers. The
event will also feature Tchaikovaky's "Symphony No. 5."
The conee'rt will be Uta at-- .-~~~~~

tfle~~'b-Pelbm·

ing ArtS in Memphis at 8 pA
Oct. 30 and at the Germantown

.

'Napoleon' ~as great skills
As our congressman, Vic Snyder has
worked to expand funding for college
and technical training, and voted to
increase Pell Grants. He's worked to
increase scholarship opportunities,
and to improve the G. I. Bill.
Congressman Snyder is a family
d9Ctor with a special interest in
health care issues. He's introduced
legislation to provide health insurance
to many 18 to 22 year olds who do
not have access to health care.

P.O. Box 250998 I Uttle Rock, AR 72225 I 501·907 ·6300
www.snydercampalgn.com I snyder20040snyd~paign.com
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SUSANNA SMITH
· student reporter

The timeless school geek Napoleon Dynamite (Jon Heder) of
Preston, Idaho, lives out his high
school days trying to avoid bullies
and chapped lips while discovering the ways of school politics and
wooing women.
Napoleon lives with his brother Kip (Aaron Ruell), a pursuer
ofonlinelove,and
his grandmother,
until she gets in a
quad accident and
is hospitalized.
Then Uncle Rico
(Jon Gries), who is
suffering from a
mid-life crisis and
is always wishing
he were "back in
'82," nioves in and
invades their lives.
While Napoleon and
his new friend Pedro (Efren Ramirez)
try to find dates for
the school dance, Uncle Rico convinces Kip to give up chatting with
his online girlfriend, LaFawnduh
(Shondrella Avery), for a few hours
·and take up sales to earn some
money to buy a time machine off
ofEbay.
Back at Preston High, Napoleon
finds his soul J;D.ate, Deb (Tina Majorino), and hits on her with this
great opening line (you gotta try this
one, fellas): "I see you're drinking
1 percent. Is that 'cause you think
you're fat?" The couple decides to
support Pedro in his pursuit of the
class presidency against the beautiful Summer (Haylie Duff).
I went to see Napoleon Dynamite because I was told it was the
next cul~ movie, a must-see worth
dishing out $6.50 for the showing
at the Rave in Little Rock.
A must see? Maybe. But you
could hold on to your $6.50 and rent

the movie for those late nights in
the dorm when everything seems
funny.
Random and stupid are good
adjectives for the film, as well as
independent and low-budget (It
looked like the producers just got
th,eir 80s garb out of the back of
their closets).
Novice director Jared Hess
wrote the movie with the help of
his wife. Don't go looking for great
cinematography or
even a great plot. It's
just a story about
Napoleon and his
h~gh school expenences.
The movie is obviously someone's
first try at big-time
movie making, but
it is commendable
for its randomness
and shows creativity on a low budget. The dilemma
ofwhether to laugh
at the protagonist
or symp'a thize with him recurs
throughout the -film. Although
slow moving, the script has a few
quotable remarks that will make
you laugh hours after the credits
have finished rolling. (Oh, and
make sure to stay for those last
credits.) For example: .
"Girls only want boyfriends who
have great skills. You know, like
nunchakuskills, bow-huntingskills,
computer hacking skills." •
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am only 22. Only 22. Only 22. 22. Just
22. 22 with so much time left. 22 with
the world at my feet. Only 22. Only 22

I

Just
='. rRomble

Those words trample through my
head regularly.
I have so much time for life. I have so
, ~u~h time to accomplish my dreams. So
.much time. Time to live. Time to laugh.
·Tim:~· to win. Time to lose. Time to suc- .
ceed. Time to fail. Time ... time ... time ...
time ...
would• do to have the kind offaith it takes
AB fast as the second hand changes,
to climb out of this boat I'm in onto the
those words corrupt my heart and my
crashing waves. To step out of my conrl'ort
mind.
zone into the realm of the unknown where
The world wants me to believe I have
Jesus is, and he's holding out his hand.
this time to establish a faith that is my ·
'"But the waves are calling out my name,
own. Satan wants me to believe I'm invinand they laugh at me reminding me of all
cible.
the times I've tried before and failed. The
After all, I'm only 22. And 22-year-olds
waves they keep on telling me time and
have the world to conquer. We have mil-·
time again, 'Boy, you'll never win! You'll
lions to make and hearts to break. We
never win.'
have drinks to drink and
"But the voice of truth
parties to play.
tells
me a different story.
I don't think conquering The voice
Maybe after I accomof truth says,
the physical world will 'Do not be afraid!' And the
plish the world's standards
of success I can step out of
voice of truth says, 'This is
ever cease from my
the boat. Maybe in another
for My glory' out of all the
22 years I can reach out for dreams. However, I have voices calling out to me I
Jesus. Maybe after I play
will choose to listen and
bigger dreams.
my turn in the corporate
believe the voice of truth."
game I can start marketing
My heart is the voice
for Christ.
of truth. God resides in
This standard makes me angry. This
my heart. His voice is trying so hard to be
standard makes me angry to the point of
heard in my heart. His voice is trying so
just wanting to give in. My mind is conhard to be heard in your heart.
stantly battling my heart. My mind says
I suspect your mind is saying to you time
conquer the world; play the corporate
... time ... time ... I suspect you think you
game. My mind says time ... time ... time
have all the time in the world. However, I
... time ... there will always be time.
·
suspect you're wrong.
My heart says tomorrow isn't guaranFor as long as I have this false object
teed. My heart says the corporate game
called time, the voice of truth will battle
isn't worth that miniscule portion of a mil- with my mind. I don't think conquering
lion. My heart says step out of the boat
the physical world will ever cease from my
right now. NOW.
dreams.
Not tomorrow.
However, I have bigger dreams. I dream
Not later.
of being a person who doesn't have tomorNOW.
row.
Maybe I do have time to get out of the
I dream of being a person who lives a toboat. Only God knows. But because .God
<;lay that doesn't follow the second hand.
only knows when my last chance at stepI dream of being a person who listens to
ping out will occur, I have to make my
the voice of truth.
AB I dream my mind will struggle for
move now.
·
control over my life.
NOW.
I have to listen to the voice oftruth try"I'm only 22," my mind will continue to
ing to conquer my mind.
say. 22. Just 22.
My heart says there is no such thing as
I'm only 22. 22 with the world at my
time. Time doesn't exist. And if time does
feet. 22 with drinks to drink. Parties to
exist, it could ~ gone in one second.
play. Corporate games to indulge.
This second I may be on earth living my
22 ... time ... time ... time ... all I have
human life; in the tick of a second hand I
is time.
could be in front of my father in heaven.
'
In its song "Voice of Truth," Christian · RENEE liWIS is a student reporter for the Bison and can
·· group Casting Crowns sings, "Oh what I
be reached at relewis@harding.edu or 501-2794139;

ferent.
Anyone who grew up in the
90s waited with anticipation for
the next R.L. Stine book to come
out, told ghost stories in the dark
and egged someone's house on
Halloween night. It was a joyous
part of life.
But I've always been a superstitious person and have never
been comfortable in graveyards
at midnight, the forest when the
moon is full or a "haunted house"
on Halloween iright. I am convinced my superstitions stem
from childhood when my parents
took a vacation to New Mexico
and dragged me, rather unceremoniously, into the St. James
Hotel. That doesn't sound particularly frightening, except for
the fact that the week before the
hotel had been featured on "Unsolved Mysteries" as one of the
most haunted places in the old
wild-west.
Anyone who watched ''Unsolved Mysteries" will req1ember
the voice . ·
.· . :~{ j
of Rob.. for-tb088.Gf·rou ne
ert Stack,
just can't seem to
the host
get enough tright~lf.l
an.d creepy
your lives, 'Ghostly
v01ceover
Getaways' are a great
that ~untway to spice up a

~:J~~

relaxing vacatiOn,

nightmares.
His voice followed me through the hallways
and whispered in my ear during
dinner in the hotel. Regretfully,
nothing spooky happened at the
St. James, no levitating tables or
. mysterious noises, which left me
a little disappointed but relieved.
Fear, and the exhilaration of
. facing fear, can be a challenge to
· some, and for those of you who
just can't seem to get enough
fright in your lives, "Ghostly Getaways" are a great way to spice
up a relaxing vacation.
Expedia.com is offering vacation packages featuring haunted
sights, sounds and spooks. The
Hotel Monteleone in New Orleans
boasts legitimate ghouls whose
existence has been confirmed by
a parapsychologist- yes, they do
exist outside of Ghost Busters!
A cemetery tour is also offered
in New Orleans, where there
seems to be a large concentration
of paranormal activity.
A canal ride through Venice offers the chance to experien«:ie the
Bridge of Sighs, where imgti,i.shed
groans and voices pierce the stillness of the night.
· ·
Of course New Orleans and
Venice being so far away and
all, you can always rent movies
to fulfill your craving for a good
scare.
So, if Halloween in Searcy ·;
doesn't sound exciting, at least
you have options at your local
video store.

I

REBKCA smFAN is a student reporter and
can be reached at rwsteffan@harding.edu.
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Proposed amendment offers more experienced legislature
en Arkansas voters mark their Nov. 2
The limits also lead to having more inexpeallots, one of the issUEis they will con- rienced legislators involved in each session.
ider is a proposed amendment that
According to a report from the Arkansas News
would extend the current term limits
Bureau, about 71 of the 100 members of the
set for Arkansas legislators.
House will be in their first term or will have
Under Amendment 73 passed in 1992, mem- only one term of experience· during the next
bers of the Arkansas House of Representatives session.
can serve three two-year terms, and state senWhile opponents of proposed Amendment 1
ators can serve two four-year terms.
say this is a positive thing because legislators
The proposed amendment on this balwill not have time to make affiliations with
lot would modify the current
lobbyists, it also means that
system to let representatives
legislators have less long-term
By the time officials get
serve six two-year terms and
knowledge and would be more
senators serve three four-year·
apt
to depend on information
enough experience and
terms.
provided by lobbyists or busavvy to effectively work
Recent polling has shown
reaucrats.
that the amendment will likely
Right now, Arkansas has
in government, they have
be defeated; however, the Bisome of the most restrictive
to leave.
son believes extending the
regulations out of the 16 states
legislators' term limits would
that have passed term limits.
benefit Arkansans.
Only two other states, California and Michigan, have limits
Even though some opponents are suspicious that the change is deas short as Arkansas that keep legislators ftom
signed to increase legislators' power, extending ever running again in their lifetim~s.
the drrent limits will give the legislators the
Some states, like Louisiana, F1orida and
experience necessary to make sound decisions
South Dakota, have less restrictive guidelines
for the state.
that limit consecutive terms but allow legislaAs it stands now, Arkansas legislators are
tors to run again later.
only allowed to serve six to eight years during
In a state with a biennial legislature, having
their lifetimes.
government officials with the experience to get
Since the legislature only meets every two
work done quickly and knowledgeably is more
important than ever.
· -.
years, officials are booted out of office after
three or four sessions. By the time officials
The Bison recommends voters give the state
legislature the opportunity to build on experiget enough experience and savvy to effectively
ence by voting for proposed Amendment 1.
work in government, they have to leave.

W

·LmER&fO THE EDITOR ·

U.niversity should re-examine
policies for upperclassmen
Dear editor,
In my opinion, we all attend a truly great
school. This [letter] is not intended as a slam on
Harding University.
However, there are some housing policies that
should be changed.
As people grow in age and maturity, they should
be extended more and more trust and freedom.
A university that is trying to prepare its students for responsibility on a larger scale should
also take such a stance.
I [believe the university should] chang.e the current policy by lifting curfew and good housekeeping requirements for those who meet at least
junior-year requirements and who have not been
penalized for curfew and good housekeeping violations.
If we are to be treated as adults, we must first
prove that we act as adults .

This falls right in line with Harding's goal of
helping young people to mature into responsible
and self-motivated adults.
If we are to operate in a wo:rld without such restrictions, then we must learn to do this before being "thrown into the Cleep end," so to speak.
Those behaviors that last the longest and run
the deepest are those that we have developed because they are the best, not because we will be
punished if we do not develop them.
The system, as is, has no reward for following
the policy, only punishment for those who do not.
My [suggestion] offers a fair trade.
We prove to the University our trustworthiness
for two years, and in return, we are trusted for the
remaining two .
If we are to go on from this place to live our
lives in a convicted way, then we must be given
the chance to develop conviction on our own.
If you are in agreement with me, then mention
this [letter] to a member of the Student Association and tell them that it is time [to propose] a
change.

Sam Peters, senior

TALK BACK
What was your favorite Halloween costume?

"I had a kickin'
jumpsuit and a
red wig with giant
red clown shoes, so
naturally I went as
Ronald McDonald. m

"I was Belle from
'Beauty and the
Beast.' I wore my
mom's old yellow
prom dress."

-Scott Klrnberty, freshman

-Lauren Moody, junior

"I made a box
around myself as
an outhouse. When
I went [trick-ortreating] rd open a
cutout door on the
box."

"My mom made me
a Cousin It costume that covered
my entire body. You
couldn't even see my
face. It was awesome."

-Karen Hom, sophomore

-Scott Snow, sophomore

Election Day
promises to
repeat history
ore Loserman.'' That's
II how
one of my favorite post-200Q presi-

S

dential election bumper stickers reads
stealing from the "Gore Lieberman" campaign logo.
Two months after Al Gore
reversed his concession of the
election, the courts decisions declared George Bush President of
the United States: Like him or
not, we had a president.
And now, four years have
passed that radically altered the
world in which we live.
The twin towers fell Sept. 11.
The United States launched a
preemptive attack on Iraq.
J-Lo and Ben Mfieck broke
up.
Throughout the drastic
changes of the last several
years, some things have managed to stay the same, and it appears this will be another election whose final decision comes
not from the people but from the
courts.
. .. E;vidence of this is already
:., m;<nm.ting a~ ca~t~§ re~~y
.,tM~~ lawsmts, searcli fOr looRholes and prepare' £o fight tl:ie
results in the event they lose.
Unfortunately for the citizens
of the United States, another
round of post-election melodrama is just about the last thing
this country needs right now.
Negative feelings from the last
election still fuel much of the
aggression between the major
party lines today, and there is
clearly enough division already
present in our nation.
If not for the good of the country, I am surprised both candidates are so quick to follow in
Gore's footsteps for the sake of
their reputations.
Did they not see the effect it
had on him? Did they not see
his beard?
Democracy drove him insane.
So much so that almost four
years after this election, he still
makes regular speeches about
how he is the duly elected president ofthe United States.
So have we heard the last respectable concession of the presidential race? Will we ever again
hear one candidate congratulate
the other? Or has America's obsession with lawsuits taken over
the presidential election as well?
I support a candidate's right
to challenge an election procedure; however, these prepared
complaints seem mor(;l like a
desperate last resort than a legitimate legal claim.
Election Day just isn't what
it used to be; it seems to have
become just the first step in a
drawn-out legal process. So
while the next president may
not be decided on Nov. 2, America will get the election results
of a brand new position in the
public eye: Who will be the next
Al Gore?
STEVEN PROFAIZER is editor of the Bison. He
may be contacted at 501-279-4471 or at
sfprofaizer@harding.edu.
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Red Sox win Series

Boston breaks curse, wins first championship title since 1918
ost of each of Gary Sheffield's

C

CHELSEAROBERSONnneB~

Senior Kyle Chandler, a Chi Omega Pi beau, protects the ball from senior Austin
Simmons, a Ju Go Ju beau, during the Beau Basketball Tournament Oct. 25 in the Ganus
Athletic Center. Eleven clubs participated in the annual event, including beaux from the
new girls clubs, Pi Theta Phi and Chi Kappa Rho.

Basketball beaux
Annual tournament returns
ball, and it's a great opportunity
to represent Chi Omega Pi. It's a
nice structured event for old and
Two weeks of plamring by the' ' 'rtew beaux to pa:rti:cipate· ~ and
Student.AssociationcUlmina.tedin get a grasp on what's gomg on
a night of competition Monday in with the club."
the Ganus Athletic Center for the
Zeta Rho member sophomore
annual Beau Basketball tourna- Adrienne Gray said she had conment.
fidence in the Zeta Rho beaux
The first round of games began abilities.
with Ju Go Ju playing Regina and
''It's fun to see our club come~
Pi Theta Phi taking on the Shan- gether to support ~ur beaux while
tih beaux. The winners of these they're representmg our club and
two games went on to compete havin~ a good tim~,'' Gray said.
against Chi Omega Pi and Chi
Seruor Colleen Kinsella, a memKappa Rho.
ber of. the SA's Special Projec~s
Kappa Gamma Epsilon's beaux comm~ttee, was a key player m
took on Ko Jo Kai and Omega pla,~ng the event.
.
Lambda Chi played GATA. The
[The tourn~ment] was a ruce
winners went on to play the beaux way to fellowship and a good way
from Delta Gamma Rho and Zeta to connect the clubs and present
Rho who had a bye in the first a little bit of club spirit," Kinsella
ro~d.
said.
Delta Gamma Rho beaux elided
The tournament also served as
the tournament by defeating Zeta a meeting ~und for girls visiting
Rho in the champ~onship game.
~o~ clu~s this week. Club h~pefuls
Chris Casey, a Delta Gamma JOmed m the fun by cheenng for
Rho beau said it was awesome the beaux from the club they dewinning the tournament.
sire to pledge.
"It's fun for all of the beaux to
"It was a good opportunity for
go out and play," Casey said. It the g!r~s to.me;t ti;te people~ clubs
also gives the girls in the clubs a for VISitatiOn, Kinsella said. •
lot of pride."
Even though his team did not
win, senior Logan Light, a beau
for Chi Omega Pi, said he enjoyed
the competition.
"It's a good chance to take it
all," Light said. "I love basketDENA POWER
student reporter

•

The James D. Bales
Project

Read the story b~hind
Harding's greatest
professor at:

www.jam.esdhales. us

plate appearances in 2004:
$20,993.
Price the Yankees paid
Alex ROOriguez per game in
2004: $140,173.
The amount of money Mike
Mussina made for each of his 27
starts for the Yankees in 2004:
$592,592.
Watching the Boston Red Sox
come back from a 3-0 deficit to win
the Americari. League Championship at Yankee Stadium and go
on to' sweep the St. Louis C~
nals in four games to win their
first World Series in 86 years:
Priceless.
The World Series is now over
and as most of America knows, the
Red Sox won. lil order to appreciate the playoff between Boston
and St. Louis though, you have to
know the road that led to it.
In the American League Championship series, the Red Sox were
favored to beat the New York Yankees; that is, until the Yankees
dominated the first three games.
No team in history had ever forced
a game seven after trailing three
games to none, and it looked like .
the Red Sox would go home empty
handed yet again.
The Red Sox faced a nearly
impossible task, but with games
four and five scheduled for Fenway Park, Boston had a chance
to come back.
With their fate on the line,
the Red Sox season caine down
to three outs in game four. Boston
was trailing 5-4 when Bill Mueller
singled and drove in the gametying run, ,forcing the game into
extra innings and leaving the Red
Sox fighting for their lives.
·
In the bottom of the 12th inning,-, David Ortiz, known for

tory. New York hosted game seven
and were desperate not to lose to
their arch-rivals. With both teams
facing elimination, the game was
more important than ever.
Unlike the previous three
games, the seventh was not a
spectacular display of competition. The Red Sox had control of
making big plays in tough situ- the game after the second inning
ations, came to the plate and hit when Damon hit a grand slam
a two-run homeruns to win the in the top of the second inning
game. Boston had survived to to put Boston ahead 6-0.
play another day.
In the bottom of the ninth inBoston trailed again in game ning Boston lead the game 10-3,
five. In the bottom of the eighth in- ·and were on the verge of making
ning, the Red Sox scored two runs baseball history. With two outs,
to tie the game at four. TheYan- theYankee's Ruben Sierra groundkees defense
ed out to second
prevented any
baseman Pokey
other runs and
Reese.
The curse of the Bambino
the game went
The game
into extra inhas been lifted, and I am
was over. The
nings.
Red Sox had
In the 14th sure there are many Boston
come back
inning, Ortiz fans in their late 80s that can from being
returned to the
three games
die happy.
plate, ready to
down
and
save the night
made history,
again. With a
and they were
single to renter
going to the
field, Johnny Damon scored the World Series.
winning run from second base. The
Unfortunately, the World Se·
series was headed back to New ries was far from eventful. The
York. Boston had the momentum, Red Sox won the first two games
but winning at Yankee Stadium in front of their home crowd and
is never ,a:n easy task.
the Cardinals hoped to flex their
The Yankee fans came out in muscles upon their return to Busch
full force for game six, hoping the Stadium. The Cards' muscles
curse of the Bambino would live must have cramped though, beon. They held cut out pictures of cause Boston went on to sweep
Babe Ruth, reminding the Red St. Louis. The Series ended on
Sox of their curse. One fan even Wednesday night with the Red
dr,essed in a full ghost costume Sox winning 3-0.
with the name. Babe Ruth writThe curse of the Bambino has
ten across his chest. Their antics now been lifted, and I am sure
didn't work, imd the Red Sox lived there are many Boston fans in
·to· see' game seven. ·
their late 80s that carl now me
The Red .Sox were m8king his- happy. •

Guest
-Room

YOUOBAl.l>>22-6

WOMEN'S SOCaR>> 13-2·1
Harding

Mont.evallo
Hanlq
Central ArkansaS

[2 0 0 I]
[2000)

3
2

Harding 3, Hendenon State 2
(24-30, 22-30,30-26,30-22. 15-11)

[I 3]
[02]

4

Harding 3, Drury 0
(30-25, 30-28, 30-28)

2

Harding 3, Central Arkansas 0
(30-16, 30-20, 30-28)

FOOliAll. >> S4
Delta St.
Harding
UAM

Harding

[20 21 7 0]
[0 70 7]
(0 16 ... 7]
[12 3 6 7]

3
2
37
28

Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know that
we· took good care of you.
~~~~

Boyce Arnett, P.D.
Class of '66

~--~~

268-3311

Casey McLeod, Pharm.D.
Class of '97

(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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Volleyball
Seniors Leanne Lackey and Arnie Morrison were named
Gulf South Conference Players of the Week on Oct 20.
Lackey led the Lady Bisons to a 2-0 record over rivals
Ouachita Baptist University Ocl12 and Christian Brothers
University Oct. 14, averaging 4.17 kills per game. Morrison
earned her third player of the week recognition this season
with 16 kills in the game against CBU.
The Lady Bisons are undefeated in conference play and
21-6 overall.

Women's Soccer
CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

During the large club A-team championship game Oct. 25, sophomore Preston Scott, a Knights member, rips the ftag from
sophomore Jacob Fox, a litans member, as senior Robert Hatfield covers the play. The Knights went on to win the game, forcing
a second championship game Oct. 28 in the double elmination tournament Results were not available at press time.

Football video helpful, officials say
SARAH CRIST
sports editor
The "Rules and Regulations"
flag football movie that aired on
TV 16 by request of the intramural staff earlier this year proved
to he beneficial during the club
and intramural football season,
according to Jim Gowen, director
of men's intramurals.
"A lot of guys talked about having a better understanding of the
rules," Gowen said. "Freshmen and
other people who were not familiar
with the game and its rules got a
lot out of the video."
··
As another flag football season
ended Oct. 26, teams were still competing for the championship title
at~levels.

In small club championships
Kappa Sigma Kappa and Gam-

ma Sigma Phi went head to head
Oct. 28 in the A-team championship. Results were not available
at press time. Alpha Tau walked
away with the small club B-team
championship.
TNT took the large club B-team
title, and Knights won the large
club C- and D-team championships.
Knights and Titans competed for
the large club A-team championship on Oct. 28, but results were
not available at press time.
Gowen said it was a great season because of good competition
and sportsma.I).ship.,
.. 'The only negative hi!-!! been the
weather," Gowensai<VWe!vehad to
play several games ·in the mud."
In intramural play, the Ravens
beat the Giants in the title game
and the National Football League
walked away with the champion-

Congratulations to sophomore Lauren Setzler, last week's winner
of the sports challenge. Lauren out-guessed quite a few people
to win last week's challenge! Same thing as usual this week,
pick your favorite teams, rip this forni out of the paper, fill it out
(including the EXACT score of the this weekend's game between
Harding and Arkansas Tech), and drop it in the Sports Challenge
box on the ledge next to the U.S. Post Office window by 10 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 29. Good luck!

Nrune ________________________
Box# ____________
Phone#
· NCAA Football
Oklahoma @ Oklahoma St.
Missouri ·@ Nebraska
Virginia Tech @ Georgia Tech _
Purdue @ Northwestern
Arizona St. @ California

.
_

_

NFL Football
Jacksonville@ Houston
Green Bay @ Washington _
Atlanta @ Denver _
New England @ Pittsburgh
Miami @ NY Jets

Tie Breaker:
NCAA Football
Guess the winner and exact score
of Saturday's game
Harding vs. Arkansas Tech
*Editors picks are in bold

ship in the All-Star game.
"It's a lot of fun to play intramural football," junior Travis
Lauterbach, the Raven's captain, said. "You sign up to play
and don't know who you'll have
on your team. The guys on my
team and I had a gre~t time,
together, and we really looked ·
forwru·d to our games."
Women's potluck football
wrapped up Oct. 26. Delta
Gamma Rho won the women's A-team championship
while Kappa Gamma ~psilon
took the B-team title and Zeta
Rho ended their season with a
0-team viooozy. .. ,J •. -~· . r
Women's club volleyball began Oct. 26, and intramurals
began Oct. 27.
Men's club and intramural
volleyball will start next week,
Gowen said.
"We're in the process of getting the intramural teams together," Gowen said. 'The games
should begin on Monday night,
and club volleyball games should
start on Tuesday." •

The Lady Bison soccer team ended conference play Oct
22, beating undefeated University of Central Arkansas, 4-2.
Freshman Kendyl Washburn scored two goals and senior Lori Boren scored her ninth goal of the season. Boren
acquired her 13th season assist during the game and leads
the Gulf South Conference in assists.
The Lady Bisons will travel to Oxford, Miss., for the GSC
tournament Nov. 5-7.

Men's Cross Country
The Bison cross country team became the seoond team
in Gulf South Conference history to win five consecutive
GSC championships Oct. 23.
Harcnng walked away from the meet in Huntsville, Ala••
with the top four finishers - sophomore Peter Kosgei
in first, followed by seniors Maciej Miereczko and Reed
Fisher, and freshman Artur Kern.
With his fourth place finish, Kern earned the Freshman
of the Year award as the meers top performer.

Women's Cross Country
The Lady Bison cross country team provided the Gulf
South Conference champion for the fifth year in a rrNJ Oct.
23 as freshman Kalina Szetyn aossed the
finish line and earned the Freshman of
the Year award.
Helen Singoei finished third, and
the team placed fifth overall.

Bebo Norman LIVE in concert
with special guests Bethany Dillon and Jason Morant

When: Thursday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m.
Where: Geyser Springs First Baptist Church in Little Rock

Cost:

$10 advance tickets; $12 at the door; $15 artist
circle. Tickets may be purchased at Midnight Oil, Mardel
Christian Bookstore (12201 W. Markham) or by calling (501)
455-8172 ext 1043.
.

To the faculty and students of Harding University: It has been an honor for me to serve the citizens of White County
as yo~ sheriff for the past four years. As the chief law enforcement officer of this county, I fully understand the importailee of the safety of our citizens. One of the major challenges we have faced is the large number of methamphetamine labs. During ~e time that I have served as your sheriff, hundredS of illegal methamphetamine labs have been
put out of busjness resulting in hundreds of convictions. As a father, I know first hand the importance of keeping
the drugs off our streets and out of our schools. As your sheriff, I commit to you that I will do everytliing possible to
keep our children safe. As you are aware, early voting has already begun. Simply go to the White County Courthouse
and you may cast your vote Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. I sincerely solicit your vote for Pat Garrett as
White County sheriff, and remember if you do not participate in the early voting program, election day is Tuesday,
Nov. 2. Thanking you in advance for your support of my candidacy for re-election as sheriff of White County.
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THROUGH THE LENS

REFLECTIONS OF PAST, FUTURE RESIDE IN VISITORS,
STUDENTS THROUGHOUT HOMECOMING WEEKEND

Contestants in the
Bison Stampede
dash through the rain
Oct. 23. The Bison
Stampede allowed
students and visitors
to run together for the
5K race.

Senior Joe Dacus
tackles a Delta State
player during the
Homecoming football
game at First Security
Stadium Oct. 23. The
Bisons slid through
the mud and rain but
lost 48-14.
CHELSEA ROBERSONIThe Bison

Senior Courtney
Daniels' father,
Greg Fenske, leans
in to congratulate
her on being named
Homecoming queen
Oct. 23. Daniels was
the football team's
representative.
CHELSEA ROBERSONIThe Bison
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